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INTRODUCTION
Let P be a monic irreducible polynomial in Fq[T] of degree d. Let
FFq(T ) be a subfield of the maximal real subfield of the P th cyclotomic
function field. In this paper, we study the orthogonal of the cyclotomic
units of F for the local symbol at P attached to the Carlitz module (see
[SC, AN]).
Let l=[F : Fq(T )] and let rl(P) be the number of BernoulliCarlitz
numbers B(k) such that k#0((qd&1)l), 0<k<qd&1 and B(k)0(P).
Let E=F be the orthogonal (see Section 4) of the units of the integral closure
of Fq[T] in F and let Cyc=F be the orthogonal of the cyclotomic units of
F. Inspired by the work of Vostokov for number fields [VO], we prove
(Corollary 4.10) that the Fq[T]PFq[T]-vector space Cyc=F E
=
F has dimen-
sion less than or equal to l&1&rl(P). In order to do this, we find an
explicit reciprocity law for this local symbol (Theorem 3.6) which uses the
CarlitzKummer morphisms (see Section 2 and [OK]). In the last section
we study the case of quadratic fields, in particular, we prove an analogue
of the AnkenyArtinChowla Theorem.
Notations
Let p be a prime number and let Fq be a finite field having q= pe
elements. Let T be an indeterminate over Fq and set Z=Fq[T], Q=Fq(T ).
Let P be a monic irreducible polynomial in Z of degree d, d2. Let QP
be a fixed P-adic completion of Q and let ZP be the valuation ring of QP .
Let FP be the finite field such that FP /ZP and FP &ZPPZP . Note that
ZP=FP[[P]]. Let 0 be a fixed completion of an algebraic closure of QP .
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Let vP be the normalized P-adic valuation on QP , then vP extends to a
valuation on 0 which is also denoted by vP . Note that vP(P)=1. We view
Q as contained in QP .
Let FQP be a finite extension, F/0. We set:
 OF , the valuation ring of F ;
 UF , the group of units of F ;
 PF , the maximal ideal of OF ;
 for n1, U (n)F =1+P
n
F ;
 eF is the ramification index of FQP and fF is the inertia degree
of FQP ;
 let ? # OF , we say that ? is a prime of F if vP(?)=1eF .
Let A be an unitary commutative ring; we denote the set of invertible
elements of A by A*.
Let F be a field and let LF be a finite extension. Then NLF is the norm
map from L* to F* and TrLF is the trace map from L to F.
Let kQ be a finite extension. We set:
 Ok , the integral closure of Z in k ;
 Ek=Ok*;
 hk , the class number of the ideal class group of Ok .
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we recall the definitions of the BernoulliCarlitz numbers
and of the symbol attached to the P th cyclotomic function field.
Let ZP  EndGa , b [ [b]C , be the local Carlitz module, i.e., it is a ring
homomorphism such that [T]C=TX+X q and for all b # ZP , [b]C=
bX+higher terms (see [AN, Sect. 4], for more details).
Let 4P=[: # 0, [P]C(:)=0]. Then 4P is a ZP -module via the Carlitz
module and we have an isomorphism of ZP -modules,
4P &ZP PZP .
Let *P be a fixed element in 4P , *P {0. Set K=QP(*P). Recall that KQP
is an abelian extension, KQP is totally ramified, *P is a prime of K and we
have the isomorphism
Gal(KQP)& (ZP PZP)*,
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where _ maps to the class of A # ZP such that _(*P)=[A]C(*P). We set
G=Gal(KQP). For A # ZP"PZP , we denote the element _ # G such that
_(*P)=[A]C(*P) by _A .
The limit limn(1Pn)[Pn]C exists in QP[[X ]] [AN, Proposition 1.5]
and is denoted by LogC . Set L0=1 and for i1, Li=(T q
i
&T ) Li&1 .






Let ExpC be the unique element in QP[[X ]] such that
LogC b ExpC=ExpC b LogC=X.
Set D0=1 and for i1, D i=(T q
i






Now, we recall the definition of the BernoulliCarlitz numbers B(k). Let
k0 be an integer and write k=a0+a1 q+ } } } +aNqN where 0ai
q&1, for i=0, ..., N. Set 1k=>Ni=0 D
ai
















We refer the reader to [Ge, GO] for more informations on Bernoulli
Carlitz numbers.
Let L(X )=PX+Xq d be the basic Lubin-Tate polynomial, then L gives
rise to a ring homomorphism (see [AN, Sect. 1]): ZP  EndGa , b [ [b]L .
Note that [P]L=PX+W q
d
and for all ‘ # FP , [‘]L=‘X. We set LogL=
limn(1Pn)[Pn]L , such a limit exists in QP[[X ]]. Let ExpL be the unique
element in QP[[X ]] such that
ExpL b LogL=LogL b ExpL=X.
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1.1. Lemma. Set fP=ExpC b LogL and gP=ExpL b LogC .
(i) fP and gP are elements of ZP[[X ]].
(ii) For all b in ZP , we have
fP b [b]L =[b]C b fP ,
gP b [b]C=[b]L b gP .
Proof. This comes from [AN, Proposition 1.1 and Proposition 1.6]. K
We set *L= gP(*P). Then *L {0 and
[P]L (*L)=0. (1.2)
Set 4L=[‘*L , ‘ # FP]. Note that K=QP(*L).






Proof. Write gP(X )= i0 AiXq
i
, with A0=1 and Ai # ZP for all i. We
have
LogL b gP=LogC .
But by [AN, Proposition 2.2], we have
LogL #X mod Xq
dQP[[X ]].
Thus
gP #LogC mod X q
dQP[[X ]].





Let z # PK and let t1 , t2 in 0 such that
[P]C (t1)=z,
[P]L (t2)=z.
Set E1=K(t1) and E2=K(t2). Then E1 and E2 are abelian extensions of K.
Let ( } , E1 K ) and ( } , E2 K ) be the local Artin maps associated to these
abelian extensions. Let : # K*; we set
(z, :) C=(:, E1 K )(t1)&t1 # 4P ,
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and
(z, :) L=(:, E2 K )(t2)&t2 # 4L .
In this paper, we are interested by the symbol ( } , } ) C which was intro-
duced by Schultheis in [SC]. Let’s give the basic properties of this symbol.
1.4. Proposition. (i) Let z1 , z2 in PK , a1 , a2 in ZP and : # K*,
([a1]C (z1)+[a2]C (z2), :) C=[a1]C ((z1 , :) C)+[a2]C ((z2 , :)C).
(ii) Let z in PK and :1 , :2 in K*,
(z, :1:2)C=(z, :1) C+(z, :2)C .
(iii) Let z # PK , : # k* and _ # Gal(QabP QP), where Q
ab
P /0 is the
maximal abelian extension of QP . Then
_((z, :) C)=(_(z), _(:)) C .
(iv) Let z # PK , z{0. We have
(z, z) C=0.
(v) Let z # PK and : # K*. Then
(z, :)C= fP(( gP(z), :) L).
Proof. See [AN, Sect. 1]. K
1.5. Lemma. Let z # PK . Then (z, :) C=0 for all : in UK if and only if
z # PqdK .
Proof. Let t # 0 such that [P]C (t)=z. Write E=K(t). We have
(z, :)C=0  : # NEK (E*).
Therefore
(\: # UK , (z, :) C=0)  (UK /NEK (E*)).
But UK /NEK (E*) if and only if EK is unramified. By [AN, Proposition 2.1],
EK is unramified if and only if z # PqdK . K
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2. THE CARLITZKUMMER MORPHISMS
In this section, we give the definition of the CarlitzKummer morphisms
and we prove the basic properties of these morphisms. The CarlitzKummer
morphisms play a central ro^le in the next sections.
Recall that K=QP(*P)=QP(*L). Let : # K*. Write
:=*rL :1 ,
where r # Z and :1 # UK . Since KQP is totally ramified, there exists
g1(X ) # ZP[[X ]] such that
:1= g1(*L).







Note that D(:) is independent of the choice of g1(X ). By [LA, Chap. 9,
Sect. 2], D: K*  P&1K P
qd&2




2.1. Theorem. Let z # P2K and : # UK . Then
(z, :)C=_1P TrKQP(gP(z) D(:))&C (*P).
Proof. By [AN, Theorem 2.9], if z # P2K , we have
(z, :) L=_1P TrKQP(LogL(z) D(:))&L (*L).







2ZP . Furthermore, if : # UK , D(:) # OK Pq
d&2
K .
Therefore, if : # UK , we get
( gP(z), :) L=_1P TrKQP(gP(z) D(:))&L (*L).
Note that fP(*L)=*P . It remains to apply Lemma 1.1 and Proposition 1.4. K
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Now we define the k th CarlitzKummer morphism .k , this morphism is
a little bit different from the one defined in Okada’s work [OK].




a j* jL mod P
q d&2
K ,
where aj # ZP for j=0, ..., qd&3 (we can do so because OK=ZP[*L]).
Then .k(:) # FP is defined by
.k(:)#ak&1(P).
2.2. Proposition. Let k be an integer, 1kqd&2. Then .k :
UK  FP is well-defined and is a morphism of groups. Furthermore, .k is
surjective.
Proof. Note that POK=Pq
d&1
K . Thus .k is well-defined. Since D is a
morphism of groups, .k is a morphism of groups too. Let n1 and let








kn if n divides k
=0 otherwise.
The proposition follows. K
Recall that G=Gal(KQP). Let %: G  F*P be the Teichmu ller character, i.e.,
%(_A)#A(P).
Let G be the set of morphisms /: G  F*P . Then G =(%).
2.3. Proposition. Let k be an integer, 1kqd&2. Let _ # G. Then
for all : # UK , we have
.k(_(:))=%k(_) .k(:).
Proof. Recall that *P= fP(*L). Therefore
_(*P)= fP(_(*L)).
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But _(*P)=[%(_)]C (*P). Thus
_(*L)=%(_) *L . (2.4)
Now, let : # UK and write := g(*L) for some g # ZP[[X ]]. We have
_(:)= g(%(_) *L).



















%k&1(_) .k(:) *k&1L mod P
qd&2
K .
The proposition follows. K
2.5. Proposition. Let : # UK . Then
(.k(:)=0 for k=1, ..., qd&2)  (: # (UK) p U (q
d&1)
K ).
Proof. If : # (UK) p U (q
d&1)
K , then D(:)#0 mod Pq
d&2
K . Thus, .k(:)=0
for k=1, ..., qd&2.
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Now, let : # UK such that .k(:)=0 for k=1, ..., qd&2. Note that
D(F*P)#0 mod Pq
d&2
K . Thus, we can suppose that : # U
(1)
K . There, exist







Note that U (k+1)K /Ker .k . We have
.1(:)=&‘1=0.
Let j be an integer 2 jqd&2 and suppose that we have proved: for all
l j&1, ‘l=0 or p divides l. We have
.j (:)=&j‘j=0.
Thus ‘j=0 or p divides j. The proposition follows. K
3. THAKUR’S GAUSS SUMS
In this section, we use Thakur’s Gauss sums to obtain an explicit
reciprocity law for the symbol defined in Section 1.
The Thakur’s Gauss sums are defined as
Gk=& :
_ # G
%&qk(_) _(*P) # PK ,
for k=0, ..., d&1.
3.1. Proposition. (i) For all _ # G, _(*P)=d&1j=0 %
q j (_) Gj
(ii) (G0 } } } Gd&1)q&1=(&1)d P.
Proof. It comes from [TH, Proposition I and Theorem II]. K







3.2. Theorem. (i) ’1=*P .
(ii) Let k be an integer, 1kqd&1. Then
’k #fP(*kL) mod P
qd
K .
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Proof. The assertion (i) is a consequence of Proposition 3.1. Let’s
prove (ii).
Write fP(X )=i0 Bi Xq
i
with B0=1 and Bi # ZP for all i. We have
fP b ExpL=ExpC .
But, by [AN, Proposition 2.2], we have
ExpL #X mod Xq
dQP[[X ]],
thus
















Let j be an integer, 0 jd&1. Using formula (2.4), we have
Gj # & :
_ # G
%&q j (_) _(*P)
#& :
_ # G


































# fP(*kL) mod P
qd
K . K
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3.3. Proposition. Let k be an integer, 1kqd&1. Let _ # G. Then
_(’k)#[%k(_)]C (’k) mod Pq
d
K .





#[%k(_)]C (’k) mod Pq
d
K . K
3.4. Proposition. Let k be an integer, 1kqd&1. Let n be the g.c.d.



















Now let _ # G such that _(’k)=’k . By Proposition 3.3, we have
’k #%k(_) ’k mod Pk+1K .
Therefore
%k(_)=1.
This implies _ # G(gd&1)n. The proposition follows. K
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[‘k]C (’k) mod Pq
d
K .
Furthermore ‘k is unique for k=1, ..., qd&1.
Proof. Let ‘ # FP . By Theorem 3.2, we have




Let z # PK . Since *L is a prime of K, we have
OK=FP[[*L]].







where ‘k # FP for k=1, ..., qd&1. Thus
z# fP(gP(z))











[‘k]C (’k) mod Pq
d
K . K
3.6. Theorem. Let z # P2K . Write z#
q d&1
k=2 [‘k]C (’k) mod P
q d
K , where
‘k # FP for k=2, ..., qd&1. Let u # UK . Then




Proof. By Proposition 1.4 and Lemma 1.5, we get
(z, u) C= :
q d&1
k=2
[‘k]C ((’k , u) C).
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Now, by Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.2, we have
(’k , u) C=_1P TrKQP(*kLD(u))&C (*P).













(’k , u) C=[.qd&k(u)]C (*P).
The theorem follows. K
3.7. Corollary. Let u # UK . Then
(\z # P2K , (z, u) C=0)  (u # (UK)
p U (qd&1)K ).
Proof. By (i) of Proposition 1.4, Lemma 1.5, and Lemma 3.5, we have
(\z # P2K , (z, u) C=0)  ((’k u) C=0 for k=2, ..., q
d&1).
Now, by Theorem 3.6
(’k , u) C=0  .q d&k(u)=0.
It remains to apply Proposition 2.5. K
4. CYCLOTOMIC UNITS
Let H=Q(*P)/0 be the P th cyclotomic function field. Let H +Q be
the maximal subextension of HQ such that 1T splits completely in H+.
The field H+ is called the maximal totally real subfield of H and
H+=Q(q&1).
We fix a subextension FQ of H+Q and we set l=[F : Q], l2. Recall
that FQ is totally ramified at P and we denote the unique prime ideal of
OF above P by PF . We denote the PF-adic completion of F /K. Then
Gal(FQ)&Gal(F QP)&GGl. (4.1)
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Let B be a subgroup of UK . We set
B==[z # PK , \u # B, (z, u) C=0].
By Proposition 1.4, B= is a ZP -module via the Carlitz module. Further-





Note that, if z # PK and if a # PZP then
[a]C (z) # Pq
d
K .
Therefore, via the Carlitz module, PK B= is a FP -vector space. In this
section, our aim is to calculate dimFP PKCyc
=
F .
Recall that the group of cyclotomic units of F is the subgroup of EF
(recall EF=O*F) generated by Fq* and NH+F (_(*P)*P) for all _ # G. We







Note that =F # CycF and NFQ(=F)=1. Let UF be the subgroup of EF
generated by Fq* and _(=F) for all _ # Gal(FQ). We have
UF /CycF /EF .
4.2. Lemma. U=F =Cyc
=
F .
Proof. Since UF /CycF , we have Cyc=F /U
=
























It remains to apply Proposition 1.4. K
4.3. Lemma. =P #(*L *P) mod Pq
d&1
K .
Proof. Write [P]C (X )=di=0 (P)c, i X
qi, with (P)C, 0=P and (P)C, d=1.
By [GO, Proposition 3.3.10], for 1id&1, we have
(T q i&T )(P)C, i=(P)qC, i&1&(P)C, i&1 .
This implies that, for 0id&1, vP((P)C, i)=1. Furthermore, for

































It remains to apply Lemma 1.3. K























X k mod Xq d&1QP[[X ]].
But XfP(X ) # ZP[[X ]], thus this congruence holds in ZP[[X ]]. In











If we apply Lemma 4.3, we have
























The proposition follows. K
4.5. Corollary. Let k be an integer, 1kqd&2. Then:
 .k(=F)=0 if k0((qd&1)l),
 .k(=F)#(1l)(B(k)1k)(P) if k#0((qd&1)l).
Proof. We have
=q&1F =NKF (=P)= ‘
_ # Gal(KF )
_(=P).
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l \ :_ # G %
kl(_)+ .k(=P).
But
 _ # G %kl(_)=0 if k0((qd&1)l),
 _ # G %kl(_)=&1 if k#0((qd&1)l).
The Corollary follows. K
4.6. Proposition. *P # Cyc=F .
Proof. Let’s prove that *P # Cyc=H+ . Let _ # G and set {=_
&1. Then
{(*P)=[A]C (*P) for some A # Z*P . We have
*P , _(*P)*P C =(*P , _(*P)) C&(*P , *P)C
=(*P , _(*P)) C
=_(({(*P), *P) C)
=_(([A]C (*P), *P) C)
=_([A]C ((*P , *P) C))
=0.
The proposition follows because CycF /CycH+ . K
4.7. Proposition. Let k be an integer, 2kqd&1. Then ’k # Cyc=F if
and only if (’k , =F) C=0.
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Proof. Recall that Cyc=F =U
=
F . Let _ # G. By Proposition 3.3, we have
(’k , _(=F)) C =_((_&1(’k), =F) C)
=_(([%k(_&1)]C (’k), =F) C)
=_([%k(_&1)]C ((’k , =F) C)).
The proposition follows. K
4.8. Proposition. Let k be an integer, 2kqd&1. Then:
 (’k , =F) C=0 if k1((qd&1)l),
 (’k , =F) C=[(1l)(B(qd&k)1qd&k)]C (*P) if k#1((qd&1)l).
Proof. By Theorem 3.6, we have
(’k , =F) C=[.qd&k(=F)]C (*P).
If remains to apply Corollary 4.5. K
Let Rl(P)=[ j, 1 jl&1, B(((qd&1)l)(l& j))0(P)]. Let rl(P) be
the cardinal of Rl(P). Then 0rl(P)l&1.
4.9. Theorem. dimFP PK Cyc
=
F =rl(P).
Proof. Recall that, by Lemma 4.2, U=F =Cyc
=
F . Set r=rl(P) and write
Rl(P)=[i1 , ..., ir]. For j=1, ..., r, set
;j=’1+ij ((qd&1)l) .
Let L be a FP -subspace of PKLq
d
K generated by ;1 , ..., ;r . Then
dimFP L=r.
By Proposition 4.8, we know that if k1(qd&1l) or if k#1(qd&1l)








Let _ # G such that the restriction of _ to F generates Gal(FQ). Write








k(=F))+k=0, ..., l&2 .
By Theorem 3.6
L  Cyc=F P
q d
K =Ker ,.




F =dimFP LKer ,.
















Let M be the matrix
(/l&ij (_k) B j)0kl&2, 1 jr .
Then dimFP LKer , is the rank of the matrix M. Recall that, for j=1, ..., r,
B j {0. Therefore, the rank of M is the rank of the matrix
(/l&ij (_k))0kl&2, 1 jr .
But recall that the determinant of
(/n(_k))0kl&2, 1nl&1
is not equal to zero. Thus Ker ,=[0]. K





Proof. Let k be an integer, 1kqd&2. Suppose that there exists
u # EF such that .k(u){0. Recall that, for _ # G, we have
.k(_(u))=%k(_) .k(u).
Therefore, we get
\_ # Gal(KF ), %k(_)=1.
Thus
\_ # G, %kl(_)=1.
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This implies k#0((qd&1)l). Therefore, for k2 and k1((qd&1)l), we
have
’k # E =F .
Now, let _ # G and u # UK . We have
_((*P , u)C)=[%(_)]C ((*P , u) C),
because (*P , u) C # 4P . But
_((*P , u) C)=(_(*P), _(u)) C=[%(_)]C ((*P , _(u)) C).
Therefore
(*P , u) C=(*P , _(u)) C .
Thus
&(*P , u) C=(*P , NKQP(u)) C .




It remains to apply Theorem 4.9. K
It would be interesting to calculate the dimension of the FP -vector space
Cyc=F E
=





5. IDEAL CLASS NUMBERS
In this last section, we will apply our previous results to obtain
informations about ideal class numbers. In particular, we study the case of
quadratic extensions of Fq(T ) and we prove an analogue to the
AnkenyArtinChowla theorem.
Let FQ be a subextension of H+Q and set l=[F : Q], l2. By
[FEYI], we have
hF=(EF : CycF).
Recall that the analogue of the KummerVandiver conjecture is not true
for function fields (see [IRSM]). Let B be a subgroup of EF ; we set
B[ p]=[: # B, there exists x # OF such that :#x p mod PlF].
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5.1. Lemma. B[ p]=B & (UK) p U (q
d&1)
K .
Proof. It is clear that B[ p]/B & (UK) p U (q
d&1)
K . Now, let u # B &
(UK) p U (q
d&1)
K . Then there exists $ # UK such that










u#&lTrKF ($) p mod Pq
d&1
K .
Set $$=&lTrKF ($). Then $$ # UF and
u#($$) p mod Pqd&1K .
Thus
u#($$) p mod PlF .
Choose x # OF such that x#$$ mod PlF . We have
u#x p mod PlF .
The lemma follows. K
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Set r=rl(P) and let  : UF  rj=1 FP be the map defined by
(u)=(.qd&1&ij ((qd&1)l)(u))1 jr ,
where Rl(P)=[i1 , ..., ir]. Then, by Proposition 2.5, Corollary 4.5, and
Lemma 5.1,
Ker =U[ p]F .
Let _ # G such that the restriction of _ to F generates Gal(FQ). Then,
Im  is the Fp -vector space generated by ek=(_k(=F)) for k=0, ..., l&2.
We keep the notations of the proof of Theorem 4.9 and we have
ek=(/l&ij (_k) B j)1 jr .
But, by the proof of Theorem 4.9, the dimension over FP of the FP -vector
space generated by ek , k=0, ..., l&2, is equal to r. This implies that at
least r vectors ek are linearly independent over Fp . The proposition
follows. K
5.3. Corollary. The p-rank of EFCycF is less than or equal to
l&1&rl(P). In particular, if p divides hF then rl(P)<l&1.
Proof. Recall that (CycF)q
d&1/UF , thus EF CycF and EFUF have the
same p-rank. Note that the p-rank of EFUF is equal to
dimFp EF ((EF)
p UF).
But (EF) p & UF /U[ p]F . It remains to apply Proposition 5.2. K
Now, we assume that p is an odd prime number and that d=deg P is
even. Fix + # F*P such that +2=&1. Set - P=+* (q
d&1)2
L . Let F=Q(- P),
then F/H+. Let #F be a generator of EF modulo Fq*. Write #F=
v1+v2 - P, with v1 , v2 in Z=Fq[T].
5.4. Proposition. Let k be an integer, 1kqd&2. Then:
 .k(#F)=0 if k{(qd&1)2,
 .(qd&1)2(#F)#(&12)(v2 v1)(P).
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We have








* (q d&3)2L mod P
qd&2
K .
The proposition follows. K
Now, we are able to prove an analogue of the AnkenyArtinChowla
Theorem.
5.5. Theorem. Let p be an odd prime number and let Fq be a finite field
of characteristic p. Let P be a monic irreducible polynomial in Fq[T] of
degree d, d even. Let F=Fq(T, - P) be the quadratic subfield of the Pth
cyclotomic function field. Let #F=v1+v2 - P, v1 , v2 # Fq[T], be a
fundamental unit of Fq[T, - P]. Then
(D0 } } } Dd&1)q&1 h2F \v2v1+
2





where hF is the ideal class number of Fq[T, - P].
Proof. Set /=%(qd&1)2. Set
:= ‘




_ # G, /(_)=&1
_(*P).
Let { # G such that the restriction of { to F generates Gal(FQ). We have
:$
:
=NKF \{(*P)*P + .
One can see that :$: generates (CycF)q&1. Now let \ # CycF such that \











for some ‘ # Fq*. Recall that
hF=(EF : CycF).












































































1(qd&1)2=(D0 } } } Dd&1) (q&1)2.
It remains to apply Proposition 5.4. K
5.6. Corollary. We keep the hypothesis of Theorem 5.5. Then p divides
hF if and only if B((qd&1)2)#0(P).
Proof. This is a consequence of [YUYU]. K
Ichimura [IC] has proved that if p is odd, q2+1 square free and q{ p
if p7, then there exist infinitely many primes P # Fq[T] of even degree s
such that B((qd&1)2)#0(P).






Proof. By [YUYU] and Proposition 5.4, ’1+((qd&1)2)  E =F . Note that
r2(P)=0 if and only if ’1+((qd&1)2) # Cyc=F . But *P # E
=
F . The proposition
follows. K
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